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ABSTRACT

each record of POI consists of name, category, address, geographical location and other features. POI search is one of the basic
queries in POI databases. It is commonly run by providing exact
address which can uniquely pinpoint the location, e.g., “124 La
Trobe St, Melbourne”; or specifying distinguishable category (i.e.,
only few POIs with this category) in a region, e.g., “post office,
Melbourne”. However, it is not uncommon that a user queries for
a POI in a city, whose category is less distinguishable such as café,
but she can provide more or less spatio-textual context information
around the targeted POI. Consider a scenario in our daily life: a
user wants to identify a café in a city visited many years ago. She
cannot remember the shop name and address, but she still recalls
that “the café is about 200 meters away from a restaurant; and turning left at the restaurant there is a bakery 500 meters away, etc.”.
The information usually cannot exactly locate a POI but intuitively
it provides clue to help identify the most promising POIs.
Motivated by this observation, this work studies a novel query
type named clue-based spatio-textual query which allows user providing clue (or called spatio-textual clue) in POI retrieval. Clue
is the user-provided information which specifies the spatio-textual
context of the querying POI including the nearby POIs and the
spatial relationships between them. The clue-based spatio-textual
query is denoted as QR (q, N, E) where q ∈ N is the querying POI,
N \ {q} is the set of clue POIs, E is the set of edges between POIs
in N , and R is the region where the POIs in N are located. Given a
POI database, the query objective is to identify k POIs which have
the same category as q and have the highest spatio-textual context
similarities against the clue. Fig. 1 (a) and (b) illustrate a clue-based
spatio-textual query and the POIs in region R in a POI database.
The clue-based spatio-textual query is challenged by the data
quality problems in both the clue and the POI databases.

Along with the proliferation of online digital map and locationbased service, very large POI (point of interest) databases have
been constructed where a record corresponds to a POI with information including name, category, address, geographical location
and other features. A basic spatial query in POI database is POI
retrieval. In many scenarios, a user cannot provide enough information to pinpoint the POI except some clue. For example, a user
wants to identify a café in a city visited many years ago. SHe cannot remember the name and address but she still recalls that “the
café is about 200 meters away from a restaurant; and turning left
at the restaurant there is a bakery 500 meters away, etc.”. Intuitively, the clue, even partial and approximate, describes the spatiotextual context around the targeted POI. Motivated by this observation, this work investigates clue-based spatio-textual query which
allows user providing clue, i.e., some nearby POIs and the spatial
relationships between them, in POI retrieval. The objective is to
retrieve k POIs from a POI database with the highest spatio-textual
context similarities against the clue. This work has deliberately designed data-quality-tolerant spatio-textual context similarity metric
to cope with various data quality problems in both the clue and
the POI database. Through crossing valuation, the query accuracy
is further enhanced by ensemble method. Also, this work has developed an index called roll-out-star R-tree (RSR-tree) to dramatically improve the query processing efficiency. The extensive tests
on data sets from the real world have verified the superiority of our
methods in all aspects.

1. INTRODUCTION
Along with the proliferation of online digital map and locationbased service, very large POI (point of interest) databases
have been constructed, for example, World POI Database
(mcrenox.com.ar/worldpoidb) contains about 5 million POIs where

• POI database update/incompleteness: While more and more
businesses/venues have records in POI databases today, it
is unsurprising that many businesses/venues have not been
recorded. On the other hand, a POI database evolves over
time as the response to the change of the real world. It causes
the following problems: (i.) the category of a POI may have
been changed to another category; (ii.) a POI may have been
deleted from the databases.
• Partial/approximate information of clue: The clue is typically based on personal observations such that: (i.) the clue
POIs are a random subset of objects in the proximity around
the targeted POI; (ii.) the category of POI in the clue may
be incorrect (e.g., a user may think of a POI post office being
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saurus which are interchangeable terms of the original category.
For example, the interchangeable terms of restaurant including
bar, cafeteria, coffee shop, diner, and dining room.
Even though data quality problems are inevitable, the clue-based
spatio-textual query assumes that the information in the query is
largely correct. In addition, we assume that the POI databases
have recorded numerous businesses/venues and the update of POI
database is infrequent. The assumption is reasonable for a real
world application. Nowadays, the large POI databases have been
established and continuously grow. Meanwhile, the POI database
updates infrequently since it corresponds to the real-world objects
which change over time but slowly.
The contributions of this work are threefold:
1. The clue-based spatio-textual query enables user to explore
spatio-textual context information in POI retrieval. Even
though the spatio-textual context information is proverbial
in practice, to the best of our knowledge, it has not been effectively utilized previously.
2. The data-quality-tolerant spatio-textual context similarity
metric has been proposed to identify the truly matching POI
even though various data quality problems present in both the
clue and the POI databases. Moreover, the ensemble method
has been studied to provide more robust solution.
3. Powerful query processing methods have been investigated.
In particular, a novel index called roll-out-star R-tree (RSRtree) has been proposed to lift the query processing efficiency.
More interestingly, the clue-based spatio-textual query can be
found in a wider spectrum of applications where the spatio-textual
context similarity is concerned. Here are two examples. First, the
landscape design around a building includes the positions of small
ponds, trees, car parks, sport grounds, etc.; given a design, it is
critical to retrieve the previous designs with similar layout for the
purpose such as design verification or intelligent property protection. Second, sport such as American Football, Football/Soccer,
Basketball, Hockey, and Rugby is full of attack, defence and tactic.
The positions of different players of both sides around the player
organizing the attack or defence decide the tactic to be applied. It is
important to learn from history by retrieving the matches with the
similar position layout for tactic analysis 1 .
The rest of this work is organized as followings. First, Section 2
reviews the related work and the problem is defined in Section 3.
Then, a data-quality-tolerant spatio-textual context similarity metric is introduced in Section 4. After that, Section 5 presents the
query processing algorithm, and Section 6 proposes an index called
roll-out-star R-tree to lift query processing efficiency. The ensemble method is investigated in Section 7 and the experimental results
are reported in Section 8. Finally, this work is concluded in Section 9.
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Figure 1: An example of clue-based spatio-textual query.

news-agency) or inexact (e.g., a user may think of a POI being diner whereas in the POI database it may be referred to as
a restaurant); (iii.) the spatial relationships between POIs are
approximate, this is a natural phenomenon for human to estimate distance/direction, for example, if the distance between
two POIs in the clue is about 100 meters, the actual distance
may be noticeably greater than or less than 100 meters, so
are the directions.
Given a clue-based spatio-textual query QR (q, N, E), suppose
o in the database is the truly matching POI of the querying POI q.
Due to the data quality problems (i.e., POI category incorrect in
the clue, POI missing or category update in the databases), some
clue POI qi ∈ N \ {q} may not have truly matching POI in the
databases; on the other hand, even though qi does have the truly
matching POI, say oi , in the database, oi may be away from the
location specified by the clue. To attack such problems, this work
has developed data-quality-tolerant spatio-textual context similarity metric. The scheme is featured by partial matching where the
well matched POIs, maybe a small fraction of all POIs in the clue,
will lead to high similarity and the poorly matched POIs are strategically considered because of data quality problems and thus ignored largely.
An even more serious issue caused by the data quality problems
is that the truly matching POI o of the querying POI q does not exist
in the databases. The challenge is that this situation is unknown
in advance. So, we further investigate an ensemble method. In
this method, a number of new queries based on the original query
QR (q, N, E) are generated. Specifically, for each clue POI qi ∈
N \{q}, we generate a new query QR (qi , N, E) where qi is treated
as the querying POI, the original query POI q is treated as a clue
POI. As a result, even though the original querying POI does not
have truly matching POI in the databases, we still have chance to
retrieve the truly matching POIs of the clue POIs. Since the spatial
relationships between POIs have been specified by the clue, the
location of the truly matching POI of q can then be inferred. More
importantly, given a clue-based spatio-textual query, the ensemble
method tends to provide more reliable solution because the results
of generated queries are cross-validated and the ones agreed by the
most are returned.
Since the category of a POI in the query maybe be inexact, we
extend the category with thesaurus (thesaurus.com). Specifically,
the category of each POI in the clue is extended to include the the-

2.

RELATED WORK

Spatio-textual Query: The spatio-textual similarity join has been
investigated [1, 2]. A spatio-textual object o consists of location
o.loc and textual information o.text. o.text is a set of words (or
tokens) each of which could carry a weight modelling the relevance
to o. For every pair of spatio-textual objects oi and oj , the spatial
distance dist(oi , oj ) is measured using the Euclidean distance and
the textual similarity simt (oi , oj ) is measured using Jaccard coefficient (i.e., the intersection of the words associated with oi and oj
divided by their union). Given a spatial distance threshold ϵ and a
textual similarity threshold θ, the aim is to retrieve all pairs (oi , oj )
1
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Signature
basketball 010001001
cooking 000101001
hunting 100101000
Employee 110101001
（a）

basketball
cooking
fishing
Query

Signature
010001001
000101001
011001000
011101001

In this work, the spatio-textual context of an object o is represented by a roll-out-star which can be viewed as the signature of
o. While the existing signatures represent textual information only,
the roll-out-star concurrently represents the textual information as
well as the distance and relative directions of the textual informations in space. The proposed roll-out-star R-tree (RSR-tree) has the
similar structure as the IR2 -tree. However, the node evaluation in
RSR-tree involves complex geometric operation while in IR2 -tree
involves bitwise operations only.
Spatial Scene Query: A spatial scene comprises a collection of
spatial objects and their particular arrangement. For example, X is
an academic building and Y, Z are parking places; X meets Y , Y
meets Z and X disjoints Z. The central question of spatial-scene
query is how to associate the objects and relations of one scene in a
spatial scene query with the corresponding objects and relations of
another scene, typically a sub-scene of a map in databases [10, 11].
For a query graph G with node set (v1 , · · · , vn ) and a database
graph H with node set (u1 , · · · , um ), spatial scene query execution takes two stages. The first stage creates an association graph
A where each node corresponds to each compatible pair of nodes
between G and H and an edge is inserted between nodes of A if
their corresponding nodes in H have the same relationship as that
in G. In the second stage, the maximum-maximal cliques are identified as the complete solution (i.e., all query objects and relations
have a counterpart in the databases), and the maximal but not maximum cliques are identified as incomplete solution (i.e., a subset of
all query objects and relations have a counterpart in the databases).
The relationships between objects concerned in spatial scene query
are topological relationships including disjoint, meet, equal, overlap, inside, contains, covers, coveredBy and the relationships derived from them.
In the clue-based spatio-textual query, all objects are POIs which
are disjoint to each other by the definition of spatial scene query
in [10, 11]. Moreover, the distances and relative directions between
POIs concerned by the spatio-textual context similarity cannot be
evaluated by the methods developed by [10, 11].
Spatial/distance Join: The simplest form of spatial join is defined on two sets of objects, and retrieves a subset of the Cartesian
product of these two sets, filtered by the spatial predicate, which is a
spatial relationship between the objects in the result [12]. A typical
example is ”find all cities that are crossed by a river”. The distance
join is the spatial join by extending predicate overlap to predicate
within which can answer the query like ”find all cities within 20
miles of forests” [13]. In [13], Hjaltason et al. have developed
algorithms to compute distance joins efficiently by traversing two
indexes, each for one set of objects. In [14], the multiway spatial
joins have been investigated, which is an extended version of spatial join involving more than two spatial object sets, for example
”find all cities within 20 miles of forests and crossed by a river”.
Multiway joins output objects, each from one data set, satisfying
the predicates which represent the pairwise relationship of different
sets. In the spatial/distance joins, the spatial relationship between
objects are exact without considering data quality problems. So,
they are incapable for processing clue-based spatio-textual query
even though the clue-based spatio-textual query aims to search for
a set of objects with particular pairwise spatial relationships as well.
Uncertain/fuzzy Spatial Query: In [15], Cheng et al. have proposed the probabilistic nearest-neighbour query (PNNQ) in uncertain environments, which finds a set of data objects that have
non-zero probability to be the nearest neighbour of the query
point. In [16], Tao et al. have developed U-tree to index multidimensional uncertain data with arbitrary probability density functions (PDF). In [17], Zheng et al. have indicated that a fuzzy object

（b）

Figure 2: Signature.

such that dist(oi , oj ) ≤ ϵ and simt (oi , oj ) ≥ θ. In [3], Hu et al.
investigate a variant of the spatio-textual similarity join where the
spatial distance and textual similarity are aggregated to an overall
spatio-textual similarity. Given two sets of spatio-textual objects
S and R, the query aims to identify k pairs from S × R with the
highest overall spatio-textual similarities.
Given a query q that specifies a set of words and spatial information, the problem to search for the objects with high spatio-textual
similarity with respect to q has been studied by [4, 5, 6, 7]. In [6],
the query consists of a specified region q.R and a set of words q.T .
Given a set of objects O = {o1 , · · · , on }, each oi ∈ O is defined
as (oi .R, oi .T ) where oi .R is the region of oi and oi .T is the set
of words associated with oi . Given q and oi , the spatial similarity
is measured by the overlap of their regions and the textual similarity is measured by the overlap of their words. The query returns
a subset of objects A ⊆ O such that, for each o ∈ A, the spatial
similarity with respect to q is greater than a threshold τR and the
textual similarity with respect to q is greater than a threshold τT .
In [4, 5, 7], the variants of the problem have been investigated with
different spatio-textual similarity metrics. In addition, the clustering techniques based on spatio-textual relevance have been investigated [8].
Our clue-based spatio-textual query differs from the existing
spatio-textual queries. We concern the spatio-textual context similarity based on distance and relative directions between POIs with
same textual information (i.e., category). In particular, the relative
direction is irrelevant to any existing spatio-textual query while it
plays the key role in the clue-based spatio-textual query. Simply extending the techniques developed for existing spatio-textual queries
does not solve our problem.
Signature Index: Signatures are hash coded binary words of fixed
length derived from objects stored in the database (see [9] for a
complete survey). They present abstractions of objects. Signatures
can provide a filter for testing attribute inclusion for objects, because if the subset condition does not hold for the signature, then
it does not hold for the object neither. For example, consider the
query “find all employees who like to spend their free time with
cooking, fishing, basketball”. Suppose that an employee’s hobbies
are “basketball, cooking, hunting”. In Fig. 2 (a)(b), the signatures
of hobbies and their superimposition are illustrated. As shown,
since the query signature is not a subset of the employee signature,
the specific employee cannot be part of the answer to the query.
In [7], it proposes IR2 -tree which is a combination of an R-Tree
and signature files. In particular, each node of an IR2 -tree contains
both spatial and textual information; the former in the form of a
minimum bounding region and the latter in the form of a signature.
A leaf node has entries of the form (ObjP tr, A, S) where ObjP tr
is the pointer referring to a spatial object, say o, A is the location
of o and S is the signature of textual information associated with
o. A non-leaf node has entries of the form (N odeP tr, A, S) where
N odeP tr is the pointer referring to a child node, A is the minimum bounding region of all objects in the child node, and S is the
superimposition of all signatures of all objects in the child node.
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D
DR
∗.cid
DR (qi .cid)
QR (q, N, E)
γ
SCsim
(q, q m , o, om )
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(a) Q transformation for computing
SCsim(q,o,q1,o1).
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(b) One matching instance
I={o,o1,o2,o3}.

SCsim(q, o)
o.RS
gr(qi )
gc(qi )
τi

Figure 3: Q transformation.
is often represented by a PDF, and the accumulation of probabilities within a PDF region is equal to one. The uncertain data model
disobeys this assumption. An index method suitable for fuzzy data
nearest neighbour query has been studied in [17]. In clue-based
spatio-textual query, the clue and the POI databases have multiple
data quality problems but they are irrelevant to uncertainty/fuzzy
data. The reason is that the data in the clue and in the POI databases
are not with any probability to indicate how likely they are true. So,
the techniques specialized for processing uncertain/fuzzy data are
irrelevant to the clue-based spatio-textual query.

RSR-tree
A\B

Explanation
A POI database.
The POIs in D in region R.
The category of POI ∗.
The POIs in D with category qi .cid in region R.
A clue-based spatio-textual query.
The scale factor of Q transformation.
The spatio-textual context similarity between o and
q in the case that q, q m truly match o, om respectively.
The spatio-textual context similarity between o and
q.
Roll-out-star of POI o ∈ D.
The grey region of POI qi .
A grid cell in o.RS with category qi .cid.
The number of edges linked with POI qi in the
query.
Roll-out-star R-tree.
The set of elements in A but not in B.

SCsim(q, o) assesses to which extent o has the similar spatiotextual context as q.
D EFINITION 2 ( CLUE - BASED SPATIO - TEXTUAL QUERY ).
Given a POI database D, a clue-based spatio-textual query
QR (q, N, E) retrieves k POIs, A ⊆ DR (q.cid), such that

3. PROBLEM DEFINITION
SCsim(q, oi ) > SCsim(q, oj ), oi ∈ A, oj ∈ DR (q.cid) \ A.
(1)

The POI database is denoted as D. Each POI o ∈ D is represented as (o.id, o.loc, o.cid) where o.id is the identity of o, o.loc
refers to the location of o, and o.cid is the category identity to indicate o is, for example, a café or a restaurant.

The notations used in this work are summarized in Table 1.

D EFINITION 1 (C LUE ). When querying a POI in a POI
database, clue is the user-provided information which specifies the
spatio-textual context of the querying POI. It includes the categories of nearby POIs around the querying POI, called clue POIs,
and the spatial relationships (i.e., distances and relative directions)
between them (including the querying POI and clue POIs).

4.

SPATIO-TEXTUAL CONTEXT SIMILARITY

The spatio-textual context similarity must be data quality tolerant. Desirably, if a POI o ∈ DR (q.cid) is the truly matching POI of
the querying POI q, SCsim(q, o) should be significantly high even
though data quality problems present. We first introduce a concept
called minimum matching requirement. If this minimum requirement is unsatisfied, it is too weak to justify the match between q
and o.

A clue-based spatio-textual query is denoted as QR (q, N, E)
where q is the querying POI, N \ {q} is the set of clue POIs,
E is the set of edges which represent the relative spatial relationships between the POIs in N , and R is the region where the
POIs in N are located. Each POI qi ∈ N is with a category
identity, denoted as qi .cid. Each edge e ∈ E is represented as
(e.id, e.qi , e.qj , e.dist, e.dir) where e.id is the edge identity, e.qi
and e.qj indicate the two end POIs of e, e.dist is the distance between e.qi and e.qj , and e.dir is the direction of e. In particular,
the direction of one edge is defined as 0o and the direction of any
other edge is relative to it. In a clue-based spatio-textual query,
one does not assume absolute direction (such as East) 2 . The cluebased spatio-textual query can be extracted from a sketch of a graph
as depicted in [11].
Let DR (q.cid) be the POIs in D with the same category as q
in region R. Given a clue-based spatio-textual query QR (q, N, E)
and any POI o ∈ DR (q.cid), the spatio-textual context similarity between q and o is denoted as SCsim(q, o). Specifically,

D EFINITION 3 (M INIMUM M ATCHING R EQUIREMENT ).
Given a clue-based spatio-textual query QR (q, N, E), if a POI
o ∈ DR (q.cid) truly matches the querying POI q, the minimum
matching requirement is that at least one clue POI q m ∈ N \ {q}
has truly matching POI om with the same category as q m in
DR \ {o}.
If q truly matches o and one POI q m ∈ N \ {q} truly matches
one POI om ∈ DR (q m .cid) \ {o}, for each remaining POI qi ∈
N \ {q, q m }, we find the most promising matching POI oi ∈
DR (qi .cid) \ {o, om }. If oi and qi match well, i.e., spatially close,
it supports that o, om truly match q, q m respectively. To implement such spatio-textual context similarity metric, we place q at
the same location as o, and then transform QR (q, N, E) in order
to place q m at the same location as om . This operation is called Q
transformation which rotates and uniformly scales QR (q, N, E).
In specific, the uniform scaling is a linear transformation that enlarges or shrinks QR (q, N, E) by a scale factor γ that is same in
all directions transformed. The formulas of Q transformation are
presented in Appendix-A [18].

2
The absolute direction is additional information which can help
reduce the search space. This work provides solutions to the general problem setting where only relative spatial relationships between POIs are given in the clue. However, our solution can be
straightforwardly extended to process absolute directions if they
are available.
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q (o)

S(d)
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As shown in Fig. 3 (a), q is placed at the same location as o for
computing the spatio-textual context similarity between q and o.
After that, q1 and o1 are selected as q m and om respectively. The
Q transformation is performed as shown in Fig. 3 (b) such that q1
is placed at the same location as o1 . It means that o, o1 truly match
q, q1 respectively. Then, q2 may match o2 , o4 , o11 which are POIs
in DR (q2 .cid) and q3 may match o3 , o5 , o13 , o14 which are POIs
in DR (q3 .cid).
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(a) Role of distance and direction

D EFINITION 4. (Matching Instance) Given QR (q, N, E) and
o ∈ DR (q.cid), one POI in N \ {q} is selected as q m and one POI
in DR (q m .cid) \ {o} is selected as om . After Q transformation,
q, q m are at the same locations as o, om respectively. A matching
instance of N = {q, q m , q1 , · · · , qn } is a subset of POIs in DR ,
denoted as I = {o, om , o1 , · · · , on }, where q, q m match o, om
respectively, qi matches oi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, qi .cid = oi .cid, and
oi .id ̸= oj .id if i ̸= j.

I⊆Φ

600

800

1000

(b) The sigmoid function

D EFINITION 5 (S PATIO - TEXTUAL C ONTEXT S IMILARITY ).
The spatio-textual context similarity between q and o is defined as
SCsim(q, o) =

max

q m ∈T 1, om ∈T 2

SCsim(q, o, q m , om ).

(3)

where T 1 = N \ {q} and T 2 = DR (q m .cid) \ {o}.
The category of a POI in the query may be inexact. The effective method to handle this situation is to establish controlled vocabularies, such as taxonomy, thesaurus and ontology, which contain terms with their synonyms and alternative spellings combined
to form concepts [19]. A taxonomy is the simplest variant as it
contains only terms that are organized into a hierarchical structure.
A thesaurus adds non-hierarchical relationships between concepts
and other properties to each concept. Ontologies are on the heavy
end of the spectrum. Ontologies can express axioms and restrictions. The controlled vocabulary is out of scope of this paper.
In this work, without loss of generality, the thesaurus (according
to thesaurus.com) is used. Specifically, the category of each POI
in the query is extended to include the thesaurus which are interchangeable terms of the original category. For example, the interchangeable terms of restaurant including bar, cafeteria, coffee
shop, diner, and dining room.

(2)

where Φ is the set of all possible matching instances of N in DR .
∑
SCsim(N, I) :=
τi ∗ S(dE (qi , oi )).
qi ∈N,oi ∈I

γ = S(|dE (q m , q) − dE (om , o)|).
S(d) = 2 − 2 ∗

400

Figure 4: The similarity metric.

For example in Fig. 3 (b), N = {q, q1 , q2 , q3 } may have many
matching instances including {o, o1 , o2 , o3 }, {o, o1 , o4 , o13 },
{o, o1 , o2 , o3 } and {o, o1 , o4 , o5 }. The spatio-textual context similarity between q and o, in the situation that q m truly matches om ,
is defined as follows:
SCsim(q, o, q m , om ) := γ max SCsim(N, I).

d
200

1
.
1 + e−dβ

Where oi ∈ I corresponds to qi ∈ N , dE (oi , qi ) is the Euclidean distance between POI oi and POI qi , τi is the number of
edges linked with POI qi in the clue, S(d) is a sigmoid function to
normalize distance d, and γ is the scale factor of Q transformation.
In particular, dE (qi , oi ) characterises the difference between qi and
oi in terms of their distances to q as well as their relative directions
against edge (q, q m ). Note q, q m are at the same locations as o, om
respectively. As shown in Fig. 4 (a), θ is the difference between angle ∠qi qq m and angle ∠oi qq m ; dE (q, oi ) = b and dE (q, qi ) = a.
If (b − a) is fixed, the greater θ leads to the greater c, and the
greater a leads to the greater c. That is, if a clue POI is closer to
the querying POI, the directional information is less important in
dE (qi , oi ); otherwise, the directional information is more important in dE (qi , oi ).
As shown in Fig. 4 (b), the parameter β in sigmoid function
adjusts the slope of the curve. When dE (qi , oi ) is smaller, the
value of sigmoid function is closer to 1; otherwise, it is closer to
0. Note if γ is very small, it means that it is very unlikely q m truly
matches om because dE (q m , q) is very different from dE (om , o).
For example in Fig. 3 (b), we compute the spatio-textual context
similarity between N = {q, q1 , q2 , q3 } and I = {o, o1 , o2 , o3 }.
Since q and q1 are at the same locations as o and o1 respectively,
dE (q, o) = 0 and dE (q1 , o1 ) = 0. The Euclidean distance between o2 and q2 is dE (q2 , o2 ) and the Euclidean distance between o3 and q3 is dE (q3 , o3 ). So, SCsim(QR (q, N, C), I) is
γ(3 ∗ S(0) + 2 ∗ S(dE (q2 , o2 )) + S(dE (q3 , o3 ))) where γ =
S(dE (o, o1 ) − dE (q, q1 )). A case study shows the effectiveness of
spatio-textual context similarity metric in Appendix-B [18].

5.

QUERY PROCESSING ALGORITHM

The clue-based spatial query processing is outlined in Algorithm 1.
For each POI o ∈ DR (q.cid), the spatio-textual context similarity
to q, SCsim(q, o), is computed. The SCsim(q, o) computation
is based on computing SCsim(q, o, q m , om ) for all pairs of q m ∈
N \ {q} and om ∈ DR (q m .cid) \ {o} (line 3-8). The algorithm returns the POI in DR (q.cid) with the highest spatio-textual context
similarity. This algorithm can be directly extended to searching for
k POIs in DR (q.cid) with the highest spatio-textual context similarities.
SCsim(q, o, q m , om ) in line 5 is defined in Equation (2). Given
q, q m , o and om , there are many matching instances. Since the
number of matching instances is potentially large, it is computationally expensive to process them one by one. We propose
an efficient algorithm for computing SCsim(q, o, q m , om ) which
is outlined in Algorithm 2. First, QR (q, N, E) has been transformed such that q, q m are at the same locations as o, om respectively. Then, for each POI qi ∈ N \ {q, q m }, the spatially closest POI in DR (qi .cid) \ {o, om }, denoted as oimax ,
is identified. For all POIs in N , {q, q m , q1 , · · · , qn }, we obm
tain Λ = {omax , om
match
max , o1max , · · · , onmax } where q, q
omax , om
respectively
and
q
matches
o
for
1
≤
i
≤ n. If
i
imax
max
all items in Λ are distinct, Λ is the matching instance leading to
SCsim(q, o, q m , om ).
Let N (cid) denote the POIs with category cid in N . Suppose N (cid) \ {q, q m } contains more than one POIs. For each
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Algorithm 2: SCsim(q, o, q m , om ) Algorithm

Algorithm 1: Clue-based spatio-textual query Processing Algorithm
Input: QR (q, N, E), D.
Output: The POI o ∈ DR (q.cid) with the most
similar spatio-textual context as
q.
1 for each POI o ∈ DR (q.cid) do
2
temp ← 0;
3
for each q m ∈ N \ {q} do
4
for each om ∈ DR (q m .cid) \ {o} do
5
value ← SCsim(q, o, q m , om );
6
if temp < value then
7
temp ← value;
8
cur ← o;

∑

τi ∗ S(dE (qi , oi )).

7 else
8
for each category cid in Λ do
9
Λ(cid) ← POIs in Λ with category cid;
10
if POIs in Λ(cid) are not distinct then
11
Λ ← Λ \ Λ(cid);
12
Λ(cid) ← AugP ath(Q(cid), DR (cid));
13
Λ ← Λ ∪ Λ(cid);
∑
14
return γ qi ∈N,oi ∈I τi ∗ S(qi , oi );
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(a) Spatio-textual context of o
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o2
o9
o8
SOUTH

o7
o3

distance

POI in N (cid) \ {q, q m }, the closest POI in DR (cid) is maintained in Λ. It is possible that the closest POIs of different POIs
in N (cid) \ {q, q m } are identical. In this situation, some items
in Λ are identical. Clearly, such Λ is not a matching instance
of the query because it is not a one-to-one match with N . To
address this issue, a further process is needed. For the POIs in
N (cid) \ {q, q m } and the POIs in DR (cid) \ {o, om }, we apply
the Augmenting Path algorithm which is one of the Maximum Bipartite Matching algorithms
∑ [20] (line 12 in Algorithm 2). The
aim is to maximize the qi ∈T 3,oi ∈T 4 τi ∗ S(dE (qi , oi )) where
T 3 = N (cid) \ {q, q m } and T 4 = DR (cid) \ {o, om }. The running time of Augmenting Path algorithm is O(n1 n2 ) where n1 is
the number POIs in N (cid)\{q, q m } and n2 is the number of POIs
in DR (cid) \ {o, om }. Since the number of POIs in the same category in the query is generally very small, the processing cost is
trivial.

SCsim(q, o, q m , om ) := γ

1 Λ ← \{o, om };
2 for each POI qi ∈ N \ {q, q m } do
3
oimax ← the spatially closest POI in
DR (qi .cid);
4
Λ ← Λ ∪ oimax ;
5 if POIs in Λ are
∑ distinct then
6
return γ qi ∈N,oi ∈Λ τi ∗ S(dE (qi , oi ));

9 return cur;

L EMMA 1.

Input: QR (q, N, E), D, o, q m , om .
Output: SCsim(q, o, q m , om ).

0

(4)
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360o
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540

(b) Roll-out-start representation of spatial context of o

qi ∈N,oi ∈Λ

P ROOF. In the case that all items in Λ are distinct, the distance
between each POI in qi ∈ N and the matching POI oi ∈ Λ is
the
∑ minimum. So, no other matching instance I may have greater
than that of Λ. In the case that
qi ∈N,oi ∈I τi ∗ S(dE (qi , oi ))
∑
all items in Λ are not distinct, qi ∈T 3,oi ∈T 4 τi ∗ S(dE (qi , oi )) is
maximized for every category∑
in the query. So, no other matching
instance I may have greater qi ∈N,oi ∈I τi ∗ S(dE (qi , oi )) than
that of Λ. The lemma is proved.

o

630

o

720
direction

Figure 5: The roll-out-star of a POI o ∈ D.

the distance away from o and x-axis representing the angle relative
to the East. Note that the direction in Fig. 5 (b) is from 0o to 720o .
But, only 0o to 360o need to be maintained in practice since 360o
to 720o is the repeat of 0o to 360o . Sliding along x-axis from 0o to
360o is equivalent to rotating around o for 360 degrees.
The roll-out-star of every o ∈ D is discretized using the
same grid, i.e., uniformly partitioning the 2-dimensional distancedirection space. For example, the roll-out-star in Fig. 5 (b) is discretized into 16 × 5 cells as shown in Fig. 6 (c). Please note that
each grid cell only records the categories of the POIs falling in the
cell rather than the POIs themselves. A category is recorded once
only even though multiple POIs are of this category. In the rest of
this work, the term roll-out-star of o refers to the discretized rollout-star, denoted as o.RS.
For the POIs o1 , · · · , ol ∈ D, we define the superimposition
over their roll-out-stars oi .RS, 1 ≤ i ≤ l. In the superimposed
roll-out-star, the category in each grid cell (a, b) is the union of
the categories in the same grid cells of the original roll-out-stars.
Suppose a pseudo POI o′ whose roll-out-star is the superimposed

6. SPATIO-TEXTUAL CONTEXT INDEX
To lift clue-based query processing efficiency, this section introduces Roll-out-star R-tree (RSR-tree).

6.1 Roll-out-star
Fig. 5 (a) shows the “star” representation of spatio-textual context of POI o ∈ D. For every nearby oi around o, the distance from
o to oi and the direction of edge (o, oi ) relative to the East are represented. In particular, the direction starts from 0o degree for the
East and going counter-clockwise through 90o for North and 180o
for West and 270o for South to 360o degree for East again. Fig. 5
(b) shows that the “star” is “rolled out” into a 2-dimensional distance-direction space, called roll-out-star, with y-axis representing
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q

distance in the original space (see Appendix-C [18]). It is allowed
that some items in ΛG are identical (i.e., gcimax = gcjmax , i ̸= j,
1 ≤ i, j ≤ n).
Note that we only match the grey region of q m with the cell
from 0o to 360o . Suppose a grid cell close to 360o in o.RS is with
category q m .cid. By moving the grey region of q m to match this
cell, other clue POIs in the query are moved to their new locations
accordingly. Given the grey region of each clue POI (e.g., q3 in
Fig. 6 (c)), computing the Euclidean distance to each cell in ±180o
with the same category is performed in the original space. Such a
cell may be with degree less than 360o (e.g., the cell covering o3 )
or greater than 360o (e.g., the cell covering o13 ). To facilitate the
computation, the direction dimension of roll-out-star is from 0o to
720o instead of from 0o to 360o .
Using o.RS, the spatio-textual context similarity between q and
o is estimated as follows.

q1
q2

(a) QR(q,N,E)

(b) q.RS

q3

distance
5
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3
2
1
1
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3
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16

direction

(c) The roll-out-star of o.

Figure 6: Estimate spatio-textual context similarity using rollout-star.
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where ai in NG matches bi in ΛG , dE (ai , bi ) is the Euclidean
distance in the original space between ai and bi (see AppendixC [18]), gr(q m ).distmin and gr(q m ).distmax are the minimum
and maximum distance of gr(q m ) to q in distance dimension in
q.RS, gc(om ).distmin and gc(om ).distmax are the minimum and
maximum distance of gc(om ) to o in distance dimension in o.RS.

Figure 7: Superimposition of roll-out-stars.

roll-out-star. Formally, for every grid cell (a, b),
o′ .RS(a, b) := ∪1≤i≤l (oi .RS(a, b)).

(5)

where RS(a, b) is the set of categories in grid cell (a, b) of rollout-star. Fig. 7 shows an example where two roll-out-stars in (a)
and (b) are superimposed into the one in (c).

L EMMA 2.
SCsim∗ (q, o) ≥ SCsim(q, o).

6.2 Similarity Estimation

(7)

P ROOF. Given o, suppose I is the matching instance with the
highest SCsim(q, o). Suppose qi ∈ N matches oi ∈ I,
the Euclidean distance between qi and oi , dE (qi , oi ), is used in
S(dE (qi , oi )). For the grey region of qi , gr(qi ), suppose the closest grid cell, with category qi .cid, is gc(qi ). dmin (gr(qi ), gc(qi ))
is used in the sigmoid function. It is true that dmin (gr(qi ), gc(qi ))
is not greater than dE (qi , oi ). So, S(dmin (gr(qi ), gc(qi ))) ≤
S(dE (qi , oi )). In addition, γ ∗ is not less than γ. As a result, we
conclude SCsim∗ (q, o) ≥ SCsim(q, o).

Let gc(qi ) be a grid cell with category qi .cid. Given a query
QR (q, N, E) and a POI o ∈ DR (q.cid), the spatio-textual context
similarity between o and q can be estimated using o.RS. Fig. 6
shows an example. First, the query in (a) is represented in the form
of roll-out-star, denoted as q.RS, as shown in (b). Then, a grey
region for each clue POI qi ∈ N \ {q} is generated, denoted as
gr(qi ). The grey region is in the same shape as a grid cell in o.RS.
Once a clue POI qi ∈ N \ {q} is selected as q m , q.RS slides from
0o to 360o along the direction dimension of o.RS (i.e., rotation),
and moves in distance dimension of o.RS (i.e., scaling) such that
gr(q m ) exactly matches one grid cell gc(q m ). As shown in Fig. 6
(c), suppose q m is q1 . gr(q1 ) is moved to exactly match grid cell
(7,3) which is with category q1 .cid. Meanwhile, the grey region of
each other clue POI qi ∈ N \ {q, q m }, e.g., gr(q2 ) and gr(q3 ) in
Fig. 6 (c), is moved to the new location accordingly. The query is
in the form NG = {q, gr(q m ), gr(q1 ), · · · , gr(qn )}. In the next
step, the matching instance of NG , denoted as ΛG , is identified.
In particular, ΛG = {o, gcm
max , gc1max · · · , gcnmax } where o
m
matches q, gcm
max matches gr(q ) and gcimax matches gr(qi ) for
1 ≤ i ≤ n. Similar to Section 4, gcimax for 1 ≤ i ≤ n is the closest grid cell, with category qi .cid, to gr(qi ) in terms of Euclidean

L EMMA 3. Given QR (q, N, E) and a pseudo POI o′ whose
roll-out-star is the superimposed roll-out-stars of a number POIs,
o1 , · · · , ol , we have
SCsim∗ (q, o′ ) ≥ SCsim∗ (q, oi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ l.

(8)
∗

P ROOF. In each oi .RS for 1 ≤ i ≤ l, SCsim (q, oi )
is the maximum SCsim∗ (q, oi , gr(q m ), gc(q m )) for all
q m and om .
In o′ .RS, SCsim∗ (q, o′ ) is the maximum
∗
′
SCsim (q, o , gr(q m ), gc(q m )) for all q m and om . Given particular q m and om , it must be true SCsim∗ (q, o′ , gr(q m ), gc(q m ))
is not less than SCsim∗ (q, oi , gr(q m ), gc(q m )) for 1 ≤ i ≤ l.
So, SCsim∗ (q, o′ ) ≥ SCsim∗ (q, oi ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ l.
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too large. This is because the spatio-textual context is regarding the
circumstances in proximity and the large ξ leads to large roll-outstar, i.e., greater storage requirement. In this work, ξ = 5km by
default.
If the POI database is updated, the R-tree and spatio-textual
context of some POI may be updated correspondingly. If a POI
changes its category or a POI is inserted/deleted, for any POI whose
spatio-textual context is affected, the roll-out-star referred by the
leaf node is updated first and then the update is propagated upwards
to the roll-our star referred by the non-leaf node. The number of
roll-out-star updated is θπξ 2 . The R-tree is updated, as described
in [21], only if a POI is inserted/deleted.
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Query Processing with RSR-tree

Given a clue-based spatio-textual query QR (q, N, E), the RSRtree is browsed following the best-first strategy. The pseudo code
is illustrated in Algorithm 3. First, the root is visited. For each
entry etr, if etr.M BR overlaps with R and etr.cids includes the
querying category, this entry is inserted into a heap H, which is
initially empty. For each entry etr ∈ H, the roll-out-star for the
querying category, say RS, is loaded into memory from the external file. Let oetr be the pseudo POI whose roll-out-star is RS.
SCsim∗ (q, oetr ) is computed using Equation (6) as the credit of
etr. Then, the entry etr ∈ H with the highest credit is processed
by visiting the child node referred by etr.childptr; and etr is replaced in H by those entries in the child node, each of which has
M BR overlapped with R and has cids including the querying category. This operation is repeated until the entry in H with the highest credit is an entry of a leaf node. Suppose the POI maintained in
this entry is o. The spatio-textual context similarity between q and
o, SCsim(q, o), is computed using Equation (3) and the value is
set to cur. Any entry in H is deleted if its credit is less than cur
according to Lemma 2 and Lemma 3. This operation continues
and cur is updated if the higher spatio-textual context similarity
is found. Once H is empty, the POI associated with cur is the
solution of the query. This algorithm can be directly extended to
searching for k POIs in DR (q.cid) with the highest spatio-textual
context similarities.

o.RO*

o”.RO* for

(b) RSR-tree.

Figure 8: Roll-out star R-tree.

6.3 Roll-out-star R-Tree
Roll-out-star R-Tree (RSR-tree) is an extended R-tree which
supports clue-based spatio-textual query processing. First, an Rtree [21] (or R*-tree [22]) is constructed over the POIs in D.
Then, spatio-textual context information is inserted into each node.
For a leaf-node, each entry o contains (o.id, o.cid, o.loc, o.ptr)
where o.id, o.cid and o.loc are the identity, the category identify and the location of POI o, and o.ptr refers to the roll-outstar of POI o. In a non-leaf node, each entry etr contains
(etr.M BR, etr.cids, etr.childptr, etr.ptr) where etr.M BR is
the minimum bound rectangle of POIs under the entry, etr.cids
is the list of categories of the POIs under the entry, etr.childptr
refers to a child node and etr.ptr refers to the superimposed rollout-stars of all POIs under the entry; note that, for each category in
the entry, a superimposed roll-out-star is maintained. All roll-outstars of the RSR-tree are stored in an external file. Fig. 8 presents
an RSR-tree and the external file where o′ .RS for café is the superimposition of roll-out-stars of o, o12 and o′′ .RS for café is the
superimposition of roll-out-stars of o, o12 , o8 .
Given a POI dataset
∑ D, the space requirement for maintaining
the roll-out-stars is cid |Bcid | log |Bcid | where Bcid = θβπξ 2 .
In particular, ξ is the the maximum value in distance dimension
of roll-out-star, and πξ 2 is the region covered by a roll-out-star,
θ is the number of POIs per unit region on average and β is the
number of bits used to represent a category id. One method to
reduce storage requirement is to compress the roll-out-stars near
the leaf where most grid cells are empty. That is, we only record
the grid cells which are unempty.
Suppose o is the truly matching POI of the querying POI q and
oi is the truly matching POI of some clue POI qi . If a user believes
that the distance between the querying POI q and some clue POI qi
may be greater than ξ, the query cannot be solved using the RSRtree. In this situation, the algorithm 1 will be used. While ξ should
be large enough to support every query, it is not plausible to set ξ

7.

ENSEMBLE METHOD

Given a clue-based spatio-textual query QR (q, N, E), the ensemble method generates a number of new queries based on the
original query QR (q, N, E). Specifically, for each clue POI qi ∈
N \{q}, we generate a new query QR (qi , N, E) where qi is treated
as the querying POI, the original query POI q is treated as a clue
POI. Each query (including the original and generated) retrieves ζ
matching instances with the highest spatio-textual context similarities, and the ζ matching instances are sorted in descending order in
a list li . So, we have |N | sorted lists, denoted as L. For a matching
instance I in the sorted lists, its score is
∑
Score(I) =
pos(I, li ).
(9)
li ∈L

where pos(I, li ) is the position of I in the sorted list li . The k
matching instances with the highest scores are identified. From
each of the k identified matching instances, the POI matching the
original querying POI q is extracted and returned. An example is
shown in Fig. 9 where an ensemble method is applied. The ζ = 5
matching instances with the highest spatio-textual context similarities are identified for QR (q, N, E), QR (q1 , N, E), QR (q2 , N, E)
and QR (q3 , N, E) respectively. I1 , I4 , I3 are the 3 matching instances with the highest scores. The ensemble method serves two
purposes.
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6 while H is not empty do
7
etr ← entry in H with highest credit;
8
if etr is an entry in a non-leaf node then
9
ChildN ode ← the node referred by
etr.childptr;
10
for each entry etr′ in ChildN ode do
11
if etr has roll-out-star for the querying category
then
12
etr′ .credit ← SCsim∗ (q, oetr′ );
13
H ← etr′ ;
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Figure 9: Ensemble method.

etr is deleted from H;

14
15

QR(q3,N,E)

1 H←∅ ;
2 for each entry etr in RSR-tree root with overlap with R do
3
if etr has roll-out-star for the querying category then
4
etr.credit ← SCsim∗ (q, oetr );
5
H ← etr;

QR(q2,N,E)

1

score

QR(q1,N,E)

Input: QR (q, N, E), RSR-tree.
Output: The solution of QR (q, N, E).

QR(q,N,E)

Algorithm 3: Query processing with RSR-tree

else
// etr is an entry of a leaf node
o ← the POI maintained in etr;
cur ← SCsim(q, o);
ocur ← o.id;
for each entry etr′ in H do
if etr′ .credit < cur then
etr′ is deleted from H;

(a) 2005

(b) 2007

(a) 2009

(b) 2013

22 return ocur ;

• First is to reach more reliable solution through cross-validation.
That is, it is very likely that a matching instance I truly
matches N if I has been retrieved for multiple times using
ensemble method.
• Second, the truly matching POI of the original querying POI
q may be absent in the database due to data quality problems. It is highly challenging since it is impossible to know
this situation in advance. The ensemble method is an effective approach to attack this problem. Even though the truly
matching POI of q is absent in the database, we still have
chances to retrieve the relevant matching instances and infer
the approximate location of the original querying POI because of the spatial relationships provided in the query.

8. EXPERIMENTS
This section reports test results. We are interested in: i) the accuracy of proposed spatio-textual similarity metric and the impact of
various factors to the accuracy; ii) the query processing efficiency
and the effectiveness of RSR-tree. All algorithms have been implemented using C++ and performed on a machine with Intel(R)
Core(TM) i5-4310U CPU @ 2.00GHz 2.60GHz, 8GB RAM and
Window 7 Enterprise operating system.

8.1 Data sets
We use the real POI data sets in Beijing, one of the largest cities
in the world. The data sets are purchased from datatang.com which
provides high quality data for various research purposes. The POI
data sets are of four years i.e., 2005, 2007, 2009 and 2013. Fig. 10

Figure 10: POIs in the central area of Beijing.

illustrates the POIs in the central region of Beijing in the four data
sets. The major categories of the POIs are illustrated in Table 2.
The POI data sets present the following trends: (a) the number
of POIs in each category increases gradually from 2005 to 2013;
(b) the category of POIs changes over time, for example, about 5
percent of POIs in 2009 have the category changed in 2013. The
POI data sets in 2005, 2007, 2009 and 2013 are used to represent
four POI databases of different data qualities. The quality increases
from 2005 to 2013.
The clue-based spatial queries are generated using the 2013 data
set. At the same test setting, 100 clue-based spatio-textual queries
are generated and the averaged results are reported. Specifically,
100 POIs are selected, as the querying POIs, from the POIs which
are present in all four data sets. For each querying POI q, a number
of clue POIs are randomly selected from the 2013 data set in the
proximity around q. By default, the query region R is the entire
Beijing city and the number of clue POIs (excluding the querying
POI) is 4. To mimic the approximate nature of human in estimation of distance and relative direction, the clue POIs are shifted to
new locations by following the bivariate normal distribution with
probability density function normal distribution.
p(x, y) =
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Given the querying POI q and a POI o ∈ DR (q.cid), for
each clue POI qi ∈ N \ {q}, the matching POI of qi is
oi ∈ DR (qi .cid) if the difference between dE (o, oi ) and
dE (q, qi ) is minimum compared to any other POI o′i ∈
DR (qi .cid) in the data set. If more than one clue POIs with
the same category have the same matching POI in the data
set, the Augmenting Path algorithm is applied as discussed
in Section 5 to make sure one to one match for this category.
The aim of Baseline-1 is to evaluate the value of directional
information to the query accuracy.
• In Baseline-2, the spatio-textual context similarity considers
both directional information and distance. But the distance
is directly applied, i.e., the sigmoid function is not applied to
normalize the distance. Formally,
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≡
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Figure 11: The impact of k to accuracy.

z

40

We compare the top-k accuracies of the proposed algorithm,
the proposed ensemble method, and two baseline algorithms, denoted as Alg, En, Baseline-1 and Baseline-2 respectively. While
the procedure is same as Alg, the baseline algorithms apply different spatio-textual context similarity metrics.
• In Baseline-1, the spatio-textual context similarity is measured by the distance only and the directional information is
ignored. Formally,
∑
SCsimbl1 (q, o) =
S(dE (qi , oi )).
(11)
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Table 2: Major Categories of POIs

2ρ(x−µx )(y−µy )
σx σy

+

(y−µy )2
2
σy

ρ is the correlation of x and y. Generating data pairs (x, y)
from a bivariate normal distribution with a specific correlation ρ,
X ∼ N (µx , σx2 ), and Y ∼ N (µy , σy2 ) [23]. Given a clue POI
qi (xqi , yqi ), we have µx = xqi , µy = yqi , ρ = 0, and σy ≡ σx .
Clearly, the deviation of a clue POI from its true position only depends σx and σy .

SCsimbl2 (q, o) =
q m ∈N,o

(12)

min
m

∈DR (q m .cid)

SCsimbl2 (q, o, q m , om ).

m

SCsimbl2 (q, o, q , om ) =
∑
γ min
τi ∗ dE (qi , oi ).

8.2 Accuracy

I⊆DR

This section reports the proposed query processing methods in
terms of top-k accuracy. Top-k accuracy is widely used to measure
how often the correct answer is found within the top-k answers
reported by an algorithm (e.g., [24]). In specific, the top-k POIs
of a query are the k POIs with the highest spatio-textual context
similarities. If the truly matching POI can be found in the top-k
POIs, ε = 1; otherwise, ε = 0. Given
∑η queries of the same
setting, the top-k accuracy is defined as η1 ηi=1 εi , that is, the ratio
of queries where the truly matching POI can be found in the top-k
POIs. By default, k = 5 and η = 100 in the tests.

qi ∈N,oi ∈I

The smaller SCsimbl2 (q, o) is, the higher the spatio-textual
context similarity between q and o is. The aim is to evaluate the effectiveness of sigmoid function to handle the data
quality problems.
Impact of k: In Fig. 11, x-axis indicates k and y-axis is the top-k
accuracy. When k changes from 1 to 10, the top k accuracy steadily
increases for all methods on all data sets. The superiority of Alg
and En is significant. Compared to Alg, En always shows the enhanced accuracy. This is consistent with the analysis in Section 7.
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Figure 13: The impact of thesaurus to accuracy and query response time.

The accuracy of Baseline-1 is the lowest at all settings for all data
sets. This result verifies the value of directional information to the
query accuracy. The accuracy of Baseline-2 is better than that of
Baseline-1 but is much lower than that of Alg. To understand the
reason behind, we use the example in Fig. 3 (b) where q and o are
truly matched. If o2 is missing or its category is updated, q2 has
to match with o4 . The long distance between q2 and o4 dominates
the spatio-textual context similarity in Baseline-2. That is, a single data quality problem has significant impact to the spatio-textual
context similarity. In contrast, our spatio-textual context similarity
metric strategically solves this issue by trivializing the impact of
single data quality problems.
Impact of clue POI number: More clue POIs in a query (excluding the querying POI) mean more spatio-textual context information is provided and thus lead to the higher accuracy. This is verified by the case study shown in Appendix-B [18]. Fig. 12 shows,
when the number of clue POIs in a query increases from 1 to 10,
the accuracy of a query quickly increases. Compared to the baseline algorithms, the superiority of Alg and EN is significant.
Impact of thesaurus: For each POI in the query, the category is
extended to include thesaurus in order to handle the inexact category issue in a query. Once the thesaurus is included, it is unsurprising that the accuracy decreases for all methods on all data sets as
shown in Fig. 13 (a). In Fig. 13 (b), the query processing efficiency
with thesaurus is compared with that without thesaurus. The inclusion of thesaurus increases the search space which requires much
more processing time. So, we recommend that the thesaurus is applied only when the output without thesaurus has been rejected by
user.
Impact of β: The spatiotextual
context
similarity 100
En
SCsim(q, o, q m , om ) defined in 9080
Alg
Equation (2) applies a sigmoid 70
function where the parameter β 6050
decides the slope of curve (see 40
Fig. 4 (b)). The setting of β 3020
provides user the capability to 10

adapt the query to different sce- 0 0
0.02
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.1
narios. For example, suppose qi
matches oi . If a user believes that
a distance more than 500 meters
Figure 14: The impact of β.
between qi and oi is because of
data quality problem, β = 0.01
should be set, i.e., qi and oi is ignored in the similarity metric; if a
user believes that a distance more than 50 meters between qi and
oi is because of data quality problems such as in the landscape
design application described in Section 1, β = 0.1 should be set.
The test results shown in Figure 14 indicates that β = 0.01 is the
best setting in the context of POI search in a city.
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Figure 15: The effectiveness of RSR-tree.

8.3

Efficiency and RSR-tree

By default, the roll-out-star applied in RSR-tree is < 25, 15 >,
i.e., 25 meters and 15o in distance and direction dimension respectively for each grid cell; the maximum value in distance dimension
is 5km by default. In Fig. 15, the query processing efficiency with
RSR-tree is compared with that without RSR-tree. When the number of clue POIs in a query (excluding the querying POI) increases
from 1 to 10, the processing time with RSR-tree dramatically reduced by up to 10 times.
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Figure 17: Impact of ξ to RSR-tree.
For every roll-out-star in the RSR-tree, the distance-direction
space is partitioned using the same grid. At different partition setting from < 100, 45 > to < 5, 10 >, the storage requirement and
the filtering capability of RSR-tree is presented in Fig. 16. From
< 100, 45 > to < 5, 10 >, the number of grid cells increases by
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more than 800 times and the size of file maintaining the roll-outstars increase much slower as shown in Fig. 16 (a). This is because
(i) empty grid cells of roll-out-star are not maintained, (ii) the number of empty grid cells increases from coarse grid to finer grid, and
(iii) a cell in coarse grid tends to have more categories than that in
finer grid. Since the query region for all queries is the entire city,
the filtering capability of RSR-tree of different roll-out-star settings
can be evaluated by the query processing time as shown in Fig. 16
(b). The RSR-tree with finer grid setting has better filtering capability because the spatio-textual similarity estimation tends to be
closer to the actual spatio-textual similarity.
As discussed in Section 6.3, the maximum value in distance dimension of roll-out-star, ξ, determines the query to be supported by
RSR-tree. Given a query QR (q, N, E), if a user believes that the
distance between the querying POI q and a clue POI qi is greater
than ξ, the query cannot be solved using the RSR-tree. In this situation, Algorithm 1 will be used. The storage required for maintaining roll-out-stars at different settings of ξ is presented in Fig. 17(a).
Once a POI has category changed, the time for updating the rollout-stars of RSR-tree is shown in Fig. 17(b). The update is efficient
since the number of roll-out-stars to be updated is localised.
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